Here's where good ambience begins:

GEA Viento Air Curtains
Effective behind all entrances

Constant coming and going, in and out ...
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But not the air!
Sure, you want to keep your door open for all your customers –
but you don't want to welcome in the cold and heat.
An open door of course
means a friendly welcome
– it says to all who pass,
“Please come in.” After all,
you want as many of the
public as possible to use
your entrances as wellfrequented thoroughfares.
But if your doors stay
open, or are opened and
shut very frequently, serious problems develop:
Differences in temperatures and in air pressures
between outside and indoors naturally produce
the corresponding exchange of air. Heat or cold
escape to the outside, or
penetrate inside, as they
equalize the temperature
and air-pressure differences.

wind does not directly
blow from outside into the
entrance zone.
And if the indoor areas are
both heated and air conditioned, heating and cooling
plants will permanently
struggle against the intrusion of heat and cold from
the outside.

The secret to attracting the public in droves?
GEA lifts the curtain on the answer ...

The result: it's not only
that expensive energy is being unnecessarily consumed. Pleasant indoor climate and the desired cosy
atmosphere are impossible.

Actually, there is no real
secret. A pleasant room climate – during summer,
winter, and the seasons in
between – is the very basis
of good business with the
general public. After all, if
they feel comfortable inside, they'll visit you again.

And, naturally, people simply stay away if they don't
feel pleasant.

Good indoor climate
begins with installation
of GEA Viento

The consequence is unpleasant draughts – even if

GEA offers a highly convincing solution for the
challenges described above:
The GEA Viento, installed
above an entrance, creates
an invisible air curtain that
separates the outside from
the inside. This means separation of the outside air
from the air conditioned
indoor air, and protection
at the same time from unpleasant draughts.

energy loss by the uncontrolled exchange of air –
despite the differences of
pressure and temperature
that may prevail.

Quiet and flexible
Thanks to its effective
sound insulation, GEA
Viento does its job quietly,
quietly. With its attractive
enclosure made of zincplated and coated steel
sheet, its modest design,
and its wide range of accessories, GEA Viento is effectively suited for any installation situation. It guarantees a pleasantly tempered
ambience, for example, behind the entrances of
shops, of department
stores, as well as of office
buildings and hotels that
welcome great numbers of
visitors and guests.

Take a look at the following
GEA Viento is an air barrier pages to see the numerous
that effectively employs op- additional benefits offered
timal flow rates to prevent
by GEA Viento.

Customers in good moods, in summer and winter – thanks to GEA Viento
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With GEA Viento, you open your doors wide to many benefits ...

Lovely form and wide color selection
guarantee harmonious integration into
any shop or office interior.

Energy and climate

Performance and price
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GEA Viento keeps energy
inside. How? – by creating
a stable curtain of air that
invisibly separates the inside of the building from
outside atmospheric conditions. Expensive heating
and cooling energy stays

indoors and doesn't go to
waste. Wherever GEA
Viento is in use: your customers, your guests, and
your visitors will certainly
be grateful to you.

The great efficiency and the
welcome cost effectiveness
of GEA Viento are quite
convincing – and result in
an outstanding cost-benefit
ratio. Air flow of 750 to
8,250 m³/h and heating
capacities of 7.5 to 44.8 kW
(pumped hot water
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80/60°C; tL1 = 18°C) are
available, depending on
the model. These data
ensure successful performance under a great number and variety of applications.

Summer and winter
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GEA Viento offers dependable benefits for summer
and winter alike, as well as
for the seasons in between
with fluctuating weather. In
any case, you can always be
assured that ambient con-

ditions desired in the
building are maintained.
The control unit provided
allows setting of the GEA
Viento fan speed to one of
five levels, and to winter or
summer operations. Regulation of intake-air temperature is also possible as
option.

Engineering and form Extensive accessories offer
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possibilities of tailoring the
installation to specific premises.

GEA Viento: this name
stands for the combination
of convincing design and
rock-solid engineering, for
use at choice shop and
business addresses.
The units offer clean lines,
concealed connections for
all utility supply lines, and
concealed installation of the If requested: thermostat valves for
control valves. They consist intake-air regulation.
exclusively of top-quality
components.
The modular configuration
of GEA Viento guarantees
Thanks to optimized fans
short delivery times.
and air ducting inside the
Maintenance is simple:
unit, the acoustic impreschanging the filter, for exsion is pleasing. Highly
ample, is only a matter of
effective noise damping
minutes.
assures low noise-emission
levels.
The standard housing in
neutral white (RAL 9002)
allows harmonious integration of GEA Viento in
any surroundings. As option, an extensive spectrum
of RAL colours is also
available.

A combination of solid engineering
and elegant appearance – in accordance with
strict GEA quality specifications – is your guarantee
for satisfaction with the GEA Viento air curtain system:
for whatever model you may decide.
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GEA Viento adapts effectively to your premises ...
One of the main criteria for
selection of the most suitable model is its suspension height. Three lines of
models are available for
various door heights: up
to 2.5 m, up to 3 m, and up
to 3.5 m. This selection
ensures that the air flow
rate produces an air curtain that effectively reaches
to the floor. Each line is in
turn available in three
widths: 1 m, 1.5 m, and
2 m. If the entrance opening is wider, a connection
element enables installation of several units
coupled to each other.

For extra-wide entrances, several standard units can be attached together.

on the wall, or under the
ceiling. The unit can be
concealed above a suspended ceiling by mounting with the required

accessory fittings. The GEA
Viento can be used with or
without an enclosure,
depending on the mode of
installation and operation

If required, it is possible to
reduce the suspension
height by moving the heatexchanger connection
fittings to the side.
GEA Viento is installed
above entrances, directly

These assembly sketches
show examples of the
adaptability of GEA Viento.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 1
Visible installation indoors.
Fig. 2
Installation in a draught lobby
(visible or concealed).
Fig. 3
Concealed configuration
for recirculated air
(with accessories).
Fig. 4
Concealed configuration
for mixed air
(with accessories).
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(i.e., visible or concealed,
and with recirculated-air or
mixed-air mode). A vertical
version is also available
upon request.

The technical data speak for themselves

Entrance
width

Unit length in mm
with / without
enclosure

Unit
height
in mm

Weight in
kg with
/ without
enclosure

Acoustic
power level
in dB(A)

Sound
pressure level*
in dB(A)

Model line A

up to 1.0 m

1130 / 1100

315

52 / 46

57 - 75

40 - 58

Suspension
height up to
2.5 m

up to 1.5 m

1630 / 1600

315

73 / 65

59 - 76

42 - 59

up to 2.0 m

2130 / 2100

315

93 / 82

60 - 78

43 - 61

Model line B

up to 1.0 m

1130 / 1100

315

60 / 53

59 - 77

42 - 60

Suspension
height up to
3.0 m

up to 1.5 m

1630 / 1600

315

85 / 75

63 - 79

46 - 62

up to 2.0 m

2130 / 2100

315

107 / 94

63 - 80

46 - 63

Model line C

up to 1.0 m

1105 / 1100

435

76 / 70

67 - 78

50 - 61

Suspension
height up to
3.5 m

up to 1.5 m

1605 / 1600

435

108 / 100

69 - 80

52 - 63

up to 2.0 m

2105 / 2100

435

140 / 130

70 - 81

53 - 64

* This sound pressure level is referenced to an absorption surface of 500 m², an interval of 3 m, and a direction factor of 2 (hemispherical emission).

Entrance
width

2 pipe rows**
Air flow
Heating
rate
rating
in m³/h
in kW

3 pipe rows***
Air flow
Heating
rate
rating
in m³/h
in kW

Power
consumption
in kW ****
2 pr 3 pr

Current
rating
in A ****
2 pr 3 pr

Model line A

up to 1.0 m

750 - 1750

7.5 - 12.8

730 - 1690

5.3 - 9.8

0.48

0.46

2.2

2.1

Suspension
height up to
2.5 m

up to 1.5 m

1100 - 2600

12.1 - 21.4

1080 - 2520

8.3 - 19.6

0.71

0.69

3.2

3.1

up to 2.0 m

1450 - 3400

15.7 - 27.5

1430 - 3330

11.0 - 20.7

0.95

0.91

4.3

4.1

Model line B

up to 1.0 m

1100 - 2400

9.7 - 15.3

1060 - 2240

7.1 - 11.7

0.70

0.66

3.2

3.0

Suspension
height up to
3.0 m

up to 1.5 m

1700 - 3700

16.5 - 26.2

1630 - 3480

11.4 - 19.2

1.20

1.10

5.3

5.0

up to 2.0 m

2100 - 4600

20.3 - 32.7

2050 - 4430

14.6 - 25.2

1.40

1.30

6.3

5.9

Model line C

up to 1.0 m

2450 - 4100

15.5 - 20.3

2400 - 3910

12.2 - 16.3

1.20

1.09

5.3

4.9

Suspension
height up to
3.5 m

up to 1.5 m

3650 - 6200

26.0 - 34.6

3580 - 5920

19.6 - 26.4

1.76

1.65

7.9

7.4

up to 2.0 m

4900 - 8250

33.9 - 44.8

4810 - 7900

26.3 - 35.5

2.35

2.19

10.5

9.8

** Pumped hot water 80/60°C; tL1 = 18°C ;

*** Pumped hot water 60/40°C; air-intake temp. tL1 = 18°C;

****At the highest speed;

pr = pipe rows

Customer proximity, sales structures

Reachable always and everywhere!
GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
A-4673 Gaspoltshofen
Tel. +43 / 7735 / 8000-0

B

GEA Happel Belgium N. V.
B-1130 Brussels
Tel. +32 / 2 / 2406161

BG

EVISS Ltd.
BG-7000 Rousse
Tel . +359 / 82 / 81000

BIH GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955
BY

GEA Delbag
Lufttechnik GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-700

D

GEA Delbag-Luftfilter
Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-10709 Berlin
Tel. +49 / 30 / 43592-3

DK

E

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

CH ATC Klimatec Schweiz AG
CH-3065 Bolligen-Station
Tel. +41 / 31 / 9171919
CZ

GEA LVZ, a.s.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-111

CZ

GEA Klimatizace spol. s r.o.
CZ-46312 Liberec
Tel. +420 / 48 / 5225-303

D

GEA Happel
Klimatechnik GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-00

D

D

GEA Happel
Wieland GmbH
D-44625 Herne
Tel. +49 / 2325 / 468-754

GEA Klimateknik ApS
DK-2610 Rødovre
Tel . +45 / 38 / 887070
GEA Air Treatment
Marketing Services Int.
GmbH – oficina España
E-28036 Madrid

GEA Klimatechnika Kft
H-1037 Budapest
Tel. +36 / 1 / 4393200

P

Nónio, Lda.
P-1269-090 Lisboa
Tel. +351 / 21 / 3826160

HR

GEA Klima-rashladna
tehnika d.o.o.
HR-10000 Zagreb
Tel. +385 / 1 / 6064900

PL

GEA Klimatyzacja Sp. z o.o.
PL-54610 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 / 71 / 3737952

RO

IE

Aspect Environmental Ltd.
Ardee, Co. Louth Ireland
Tel. +353 / 41 / 6858983

GEA Klimatechnik s.r.l.
RO-300222 Timisoara
Tel. +40 / 356 / 423703

IS

Rafn Jensson
IS-110 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 / 56 / 780-30

L

GEA Happel Luxembourg
L-4940 Bascharage

H

Tel. +34 / 91 / 3837701
EST GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060
F

GEA Delbag
Filtration de l‘air
F-77450 Montry
Tel. +33 / 1 / 60043355

F

GEA Happel France sarl
F-59436 Roncq Cedex
Tel. +33 / 3 / 20689020

FIN OY TEKNOCALOR AB
FIN-01300 Vantaa
Tel. + 358 / 9 / 82546020
GB

GEA Denco Ltd.
UK-HR4 8DS Hereford
Tel. +44 / 1432 / 277 277

RUS GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RU-105094 Moskva
Tel. +7 / 495 / 9566674
S

GEA EXOS Ventilation AB
S-74528 Enköping
Tel. +46 / 171 / 85530

Tel. +352 / 26 / 502970

GEA Klimatizácia s.r.o.
SK-83104 Bratislava
Tel. +421 / 7 / 44457917

LT

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

SK

LV

GEA Klimatechnik UAB
LT-01141 Vilnius
Tel. +370 / 5 / 2106060

SLO GEA Klimatizacijska
Tehnika d.o.o.
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Tel. +386 / 1 / 2573850

MWE GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-110 70 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955
N

NL

GEA Klimaprodukter AS
N-0484 Oslo
Tel. +47 / 220 / 27990
GEA Happel Nederland B.V.
NL-2909 LL
Capelle a/d Ijssel
Tel. +31 / 10 / 2350606

SRB GEA Klimatechnik
GmbH & Co KG
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Tel. +381 / 11 / 3193955
TR

GEA ISISAN
TR-80700
Balmumcu Istanbul
Tel. +90 / 212 / 2757171

UA

GEA Ukraina t.o.v.
UA-01135 Kyiv
Tel. +38 / 044 / 4619356
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The complete addresses are available on the
Internet under: www.gea-air-eco2nomy.com.

www.gea-air-eco2nomy.com

